Purpose

Dude Solutions Asset Essentials with Standard Implementation Service provides our clients with a prescriptive 60-day project plan to ensure an effective and efficient implementation and faster ROI. This includes access to Dude Solutions’ world-class implementation tools – virtual classroom trainings (VCTs) and online help documentation; a step-by-step implementation path and project collaboration via Basecamp; and a dedicated implementation specialist to provide guidance and insight along the way.

Project deliverables

1. Project kick-off call
2. Access to Basecamp project collaboration tool
3. 30-day implementation support
4. Optional template-based data imports for available location, asset, and user data during the project period
5. 1-on-1 configuration guidance by dedicated implementation specialist
6. 30-day go-live support
7. Train-the-trainer best practices and content to help onboard your team
8. Unlimited access to help site and virtual classroom trainings